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Dear DONNA (female for "DON"),
We the People know that your father was a DON for the Baltimore Mafioso. According to
heavy-handed Facist control tactics used in Congress, he trained you well. El Duché Mussolini
would be proud of your tactics but they don't work with De Facto Speaker AOC and THE
SQUAD who have proved you to be weak and out of touch in response to Insider
CORRUPTION and RACISM.
According to SPEAKER AOC and The SQUAD: you are the ULTIMATE INSIDER RACIST
who still supports the HISTORIC MODUS OPERANDI of the Demoncratic Party. That
MODUS OPERANDI was and still is, chronologically: (1) slavery; (2) JIM CROW; (3)
segregation; (4) the Klu Klux Klan with OVERT Racism of Robert Byrd and John Eastman;
and, now (6) COVERT RACISM in the form of PANDERING to minorities to suck them
INTO your vicious control freak cycle of ENSLAVEMENT. Old Insider DEMONRATS like
Joe Biden in reality, have never changed from your once OVERT but now COVERT Fascist
RACISM. You need to grow up and out of the ancient evils.
We the People see your Mafioso corruption such as using insider information for personal gain
in the Stock Market. On and about 18 MAY 2008: You used information gained from your
position in Congress to make $100-million on VISA stock. This is an ongoing fraud for which
you can be prosecuted at any time, so We the People understand the CURSE that drives you to
maintain control until you die "asleep at the wheel". Hopefully, this generational curse you
inherited will not pass-on to your descendants. There is no absolution at confession for ongoing
sin; only Hell. You are as the Prophet described: "Ever seeing but not perceiving; ever hearing
but not understanding". HOLY BIBLE, Isaiah 6:9-10.
For 30-years, you have used your position in Congress to aid and abet HUMAN
TRAFFICKING of children done by cartels on the Southern Border. This includes human
trafficking, child abuse and sacrificial murder of children done on a secluded 2000 acre
compound near your million-dollar CA palace, which I covered in my book, "Satanic
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Deception; A De Facto Government". Why do you still refuse to give those seeking amnesty a
refuge and lodging at your Pacific Heights Palace but hire them at SLAVE LABOR rates to
tend vineyards at your Palace?
RSVP!
. . . . Sincerely,

. . . . /s/ Gary M. Northington

cc: AOC

------------------------------

Dear Rudy,
I am sending a copy of the above to AOC to fuel the ongoing Demonrat fire and see if it has
any effect on NANNY'S KIDS. Some things I would usually say were left out, such as the
following on the Radical Left:
It appears Jerrold "DOA" Nadler's "COLLUSION MOVIE" with "Dead Fish" Robert as a
sequel to the "Mueller BOOK" failed at the Box Office. We can tell Demonrat "Adolph"
Weissman ghostwrote the Report because Mueller certainly knew very little of what was in the
Report and effectively admitted a few times to the ghostwriting. It was amusing to see all the
Communist Media whine that Mueller's demeanor or "act" killed the Inquisition. They still
cannot grow up and get over their 2016 loss like mature adults would!!!
Please tell Connie that all cards must be on plain one layer flat cardstock without
embellishments of glitter and embossing.
I've been enjoying spreading The Word with tracts sent by brothers. PTL!!!
I now walk from 1.5 to 6-miles every morning and get faster every day. I fell a few days ago
because my paralyzed left leg would not lift over a rock in the dirt track while attempting to jog
330 yards. It appears the rock outsmarted me. C'est la vie; c'est le guerre. Ah B fine with only a
scrape on the knee. At least past martial arts training taught me how to control the fall so as to
not get hurt.
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I noticed my JP5 Tablet sometimes changes words on me to something other than what I wrote
or deletes things. In my last writing, "HERE TO ETERNITY", the last line should have said,
"Copyright 1970, Amended 1999 Gary M. Northington" but deleted the "Amended 1999". It
appears some changes occur when writing and I miss them but some changes also occur as
emails go through hands of The Beast; MDOC.
God Bless Y'all! In His Name, Roadrunner
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